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I was looking for quality advent calendars like the ones my Grandmother used to send us every

year. I bought this one, and one with a more traditional nativity scene. They are both beautiful. They

are each large (11 x 14?) quality images and constructed well on heavy guage cardboard. Neither

of them have a built-in piece that flips out so you can stand them up (like a picture frame) but, we

just lean it up against the wall on the sideboard. I was VERY pleased with both calendars, especially

after being disspointed that NONE of the stores in my aread seem to cary them, or even knew what

I meant when I inquired about an "advent calendar" (wow!).

Perfect... Keeps the old-fashioned look that everyone wants when ordering an Advent calendar....

Arrived in just the right packaging as well.. No damage which was important because these were

ordered to be traditional gifts for children and grandchildren... Thanks...

Very cute scene with high-quality printed cardboard, backed with paper for translucent effect if hung

in a window. I've only given it 3 stars instead of 5, though, because I am looking for an advent

calendar whose pictures behind the doors actually fit into the scene depicted before you open the

doors. Why would there be a bag of candy floating in the sky? My quest for the beautiful advent



calendars of my youth, in which the main picture just got better and better (instead of more and

more fragmented by pictures that don't match) continues...

I always had an Advent Calendar for my children when they were growing up and now I am starting

the same tradition for my grandchildren.The calendar arrived in pefect shape and the quality was

excellent. It has that old fashioned look and just what I wanted. I am very pleased with my selection

and will definitely order another one next year.

Received the advent calendar in good condition. Packaged well-did not get bent in the mail. Just as

pictured. Very satisfied!

This is a very traditional, non-candy (woo hoo) advent calendar. It is sparkly and has delightful little

critters in a snowy scene. It had interest of our young grandaughters because the detail is so rich.

The overall design of this advent calendar is very cute! I love animals & advent calendars & this

fanciful picture was very persuasive.

The main outer picture (cute woodland critters) is adorable, and the first 23 mini pictures aren't bad -

simple drawings of holiday objects and animals. Then BAM the last door is a large nativity scene!!

wtf!? No mention of this in the product description so this was a surprise and a disappointment. I

was definitely looking for a secular calendar and all seemed well till the last, large door.
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